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1. publishing Issue (a book) for public sale. 
   
2. manuscript A book or document written by hand or typed, not printed. 
   
3. pressure  Pressure, pressured, pressuring. Exertion of force against a thing; this force. 
   
4. disclose Reveal. 
   
5. maze A network of paths through which it is hard to find one´s way. 
   
6. literary  Of or associated with literature. 
   
7. wry  1. (of the face) Contorted in disgust or disappointment.    

2.(of humor) dry, mocking.  
   
8. muted 1.Silent, dumb. 

2.Deaden or muffle the sound of. 
   
9. daring Be bold enough (to do something); challenge to do something risky. 
   
10. label 1.Piece of card, cloth, etc, attached to something and carry. 

2.Regard or describes as belonging to a specified category. 
   
11. scribbled Written or draw hurriedly or carelessly. 
   
12. initial 1.The first letter of a word or name. 

2.Mark or sign with initial. 
   
13. wound 1.An injury done to tissue by violence. 

2. To Inflict an injury. 
   
14. sneaking Move or convey furtively; achieve or obtain furtively. 
   
15. screen 1.The surface of a television, computer, etc., on which images and data are displayed. 

2.Structure to give shelter. 
   
16. envelope A paper holder for a letter with a sealable flap. 
   
17. briefcase A rectangle case with a handle for carrying books and documents. 
   
18. sudden Occurring or done quickly and unexpectedly. 
   
19. fancy Elaborately or highly decorated. 

 

  



 

 

   
20. flickering Flicker, flickered, flickering.      Shine or burn unsteadily and fitfully. 
   
21.    toss Toss, tossed, tossing. 

1.To throw lightly or casually. 
2.To throw (a coin)  into the air so as to make a choice. 

   
22. hesitate Pause in indecision. 
   
23. sink To go down below the surface of liquid. 
   
24. figure out To reach and understanding of something or someone. 
   
25. successful Accomplishing an aim or purpose. 
   
26. judgment The ability to make considered decisions or form sensible opinions. 
   
27. beanbag A small bag filled with dried beans and used in children´s games.  
   
28. shell The hard protective outer case of a mollusc or crustacean. 
   
29. press To move or cause to move into a position of contact with something by exerting 

continuous physical force.   
   
30. scroll 1.A roll of parchment or paper for writing or painting on. 

2.To cause to move like paper rolling or unrolling. 
   
31. nod Lower and raise one´s head slightly and briefly, especially in greeting, assent or 

understanding, or as a signal. 
   
32. employed Employ, employed, employing.       Give work to (someone) in exchange for money. 
   
33. scholastic Of a concerning schools or education. 
   
34. grimly 1.Very serious or gloomy. 

2.Unattractive or depressive. 
   
35. contest An event where people compete for supremacy. 
   
36. tumult A loud, confused noise, as cause by a large mass of people. 
   
37. pursuit A recreational or sport activity. 
   
38. culprit 1.A person who is responsible for a crime or other misdeed. 

2.The cause of a problem. 
 
 
 
 

   
39. deprive Deprive, deprived, depriving.      To prevent (a person or place) from having or using 



 

 

something. 
   
40. miraculous Having the character of a miracle. 
   
41.  shortstop (Baseball) a fielder positioned between second and third base. 
   
42. creek A member of a confederacy of American Indian peoples of south-eastern US in  

the 16th - 19th century. 
   
43. deny Deny, denied, denying.          To refuse to admit truth or existence of. 
   
44. goal-line A line either end and usually running the width of a playing area on which a goal or a 

goalpost is situated. 
   
45. duty A moral or legal obligation. 
   
46. leftovers Something, especially food, remaining after the rest has been used. 
   
47. unclaimed Not having been claimed. 
   
48. field An area of open land, especially one planted with crops or pasture; piece of land used 

for a sport game. 
   
49. budding. Beginning and showing signs of promise. 
   
50. underpants An undergarment, especially for men or boys, covering the lower part of the body and 

having two holes for legs. 
   
51. zep A large sandwich made of a crusty roll split lengthwise and filled with meats and 

cheese. 
   
52. mulberry A small tree with dark red or white longaberry-fruit. 
   
53. wizard A man who has magical powers, especially in legends and fairy tales. 
   
54. menace A threat or danger. 
   
55. editorial 1.A newspaper article giving an opinion on a topical issue. 

2.Relating to the commissioning or preparing of material for publication. 
   
56. revision The action of revising. 
   
57. mentor An experienced or trusted adviser. 
   
58. manipulate Manipulate, manipulated, manipulating. 

1.To handle or control with dexterity. 
2.To control or influence. 

   
59. resolve Settle or find a solution to. 
   
60. precisely Marked by exactness and accuracy of expression or detail. 



 

 

   
61. conclusion The end or finish of something. 
   
62. emphatically Showing or giving special importance or value. 
   
63. agony Extreme physical or mental suffering. 

 
64.    demeanor    Outward behavior or bearing. 
   
65. vigorously Strong, healthy and full of energy. 
   
66. revolting Rise in rebellion. 
   
67. bowl A round, deep dish or basin. 
   
68. bump 1.A light blow or a jolting collision. 

2.To move or travel with a jolt. 
 
69. slam Slam, slammed, slamming. To shut or be shut forcefully and loudly. 
   
70. tear 1.To pull or come apart. 

2.Demolish. 
 
71. pottery Pots, dishes, and other articles made of fire clay. 
   
72. kiln A furnace or oven for burning, baking or drying, especially one for calcining lime or 

firing pottery. 
 

73. hawk A fast-flying bird of prey with rounded wings and a long tail such as sparrowhawk. 
   
74. crumple To crush or become crushed as to be creased and wrinkled. 
   
75. behavior The way in which someone behaves. 
   
76. drip Drip, dripped, dripping. To let fall small drops of liquid. 
   
77. witness A person who sees an event take place. 
   
78. mood A state of mind or feeling. 
   
79. strike Deliver a blow to. 
   
80. trash Waste material, refuse. 
   
81. booklet A small, thin book with paper covers. 
   
82. portrait An artistic representation of a person, especially on depicting only the face or head and 

shoulders. 
   
83. reveal  Make known. Cause or allow to be seen. 
   



 

 

84. glimpse A momentary or partial view. 
   
85. detail A small individual feature, fact or item. 
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1. fossils Traces of early life that have been preserved in rocks. 

   

2. photosynthesis Process in which plants use sunlight to make food. 

   

3. extinct When a certain kind of living thing is no longer alive. 

   

4. vascular plants Plants that have special tissues called xylem and phloem. 

   

5. xylem Tissues that carry water and nutrients throughout the plant. 

   

6. phloem Tissues that carry food made by plants during photosynthesis. 

   

7. ferns Leafy, green plants without flowers, that grow well in shady, damp places. 

   

8. conifers Trees and shrubs that hold their seeds in cones. Pine trees and fir trees are both 

conifers. 

   

9. flowering plants Plants that produce seeds in flowers. 

   



 

 

10. species A group of living things of one kind 

   

11. reproduce When living things reproduce, they make new living things of the same species. 

   

12. nectar Food for insects made by flowering plants. 

   

13. pollen A yellow dust that flowering plants make to help them reproduce. 

   

14. pollination The process in which flowering plants use pollen to make seeds. 

   

15. domesticated plants Plants that have been kept separate from their wild ancestors 

 and grow under controlled conditions. 

   

16. hybrid plants Plants that result when people combine two different plant species. 

   

17. damp Humid, moist, slightly wet. 

   

18. stems The main axis of a plant that holds buds and shoots. 

   

19. shrub A plant without  a trunk but with several stems growing from the base. 

   

20. kernel The grain of a cereal that contains a seed. 

 


